VOLANDIA
for PROCRAFT PROJECT

Museum presentation and experience
Volandia Museum of Flight was founded 10 years ago inside the historical buildings of the 1917-built former Caproni Vizzola airplane factory, by the Milan-Malpensa international airport.

Today it spreads over a 250,000 sq. mt. area, 60,000 of which under cover and is visited by over 150,000 people per year.

The almost 100 exhibits, range from the Caproni 1 built in 1908 up to today’s Leonardo M 346 military trainer and attack fighter, plus Space pavillon and planetarium, advanced simulators, educational laboratories and two restoration workshops run by volunteers.
• Volandia has a significant experience in WW2 aircraft recovery, conservation and exhibition, most recent a P 51D Mustang crashed in Lake Garda in 1952

• Volandia can support PROCRAFT Project both with supply of metal specimens and with the testing of different samples of protected materials, plus other cooperation topics to be defined.